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Sulfur is a very important component 1n steel. Usual l y 
it is present as an · mpurity Jn comme rcial s teels. In These 
ateria ls the sulfur content lS 0.05 oercent m x·mum but 
may be hi gher or lower than t his in some steels. 
There are a number of well known effects p roduced on 
steels by s ulfur. It can make stee l red short or hot short , 
brittle a t high temperature, and this effect had t o be 
overcome in commerc i al practice . On the other hand, hi gh 
sulfur is known to improve the machinability of s teel and 
sulfur 1 s intentionally added, in a mo nts exc eeding 0. 25 
percent, for this purpose. 
It is generally elieved that sulfur ha s a de lete rious 
effec on the mechanical properties o f steels. or · g ina ly 
his investigation was to deal wi th this aspect of sulfur 
in steels but the work did not progress to this s age. An 
effort was made to vary the natu r e nf the sulfides ln 
several experimental heats of steel by contr olling their 
composition. Variation in the nature o f the sulfide s d.d 
result and the major effort was devoted to a me allo raph · c 
study o f the sulfides in fifteen experimental heat s . 
The presence of appreciable iron sulfide in the 1ngo s 
of heats conta ining man g anese was unexpected . This s eel 
was not found to be hot short. Howe ver, after hot-work·ng 
or annealing at h igh temperat ures for short periods of 1 e 
2 
only man ganese sulfide incl~si0QS . could be found in these 
steels. 
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II REVIEW OF LITE RATURE 
Su l fur is an element that is present in all steels . 
Us ually, s ulfur is considered to be harmful and the stee l-
maker a ttempts to keep the sulfur content as low as p o ssible. 
There a re some steels to wh ich sulfur is intentionally add-
ed to improve machinability. 
Very little sulfur i s s oluble 1n 1ron a nd, therefore , 
most of the sulfur i s normally present in steel as sulfide 
inclusions. These sulfi des can have at least three very 
important effects: 
1. Sulfides can cause hot shortness 
2. Sulfides can cause low ductility, and 
3. Sulfides can improve machinability. 
The necessity to control these effects has stimulated much 
of the research into the nature of sulfides in steel. 
Hot-shortness was one of the serious problems of early 
fer rous metal l urgists. Sulfur was recognized as the source 
of this difficulty and the addition of manganese was found 
to be the solution to the problem(l,2,3,4,5 and 6). 
Sauveur (1) claimed that 0.02 percent sulfur was 
sufficient to produce hot-shortness in the absence of man-
ganese. However, hot-shortness has been reported in steels 
of lower sulfur content. It had been known for some time 
that manganese and sulfur have a very great affinity for 
each other and it had been assumed that when brought 
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toget her t hey combi e chemi ca ly to form man anese s ul f ide . 
Man~ a ese s u fide h as a hi gh melting p o int and is p r a cti -
callv ins ol 1ble in iron. t o c curs as sul fi de · nc l us i on s 
whose co l o r is genera l v desc r i b ed as pale o r dov e g rav , 
some tines as s late color. 
I n he a bsence o f man gane se it wa s cla i me d ( 2 ) h a t 
sulfur formed iron sulfide whi c h occurs a s g r a1n boundary 
incl u si o n s . On the other hand , ma n g anese s ulfide 
inclus i o n s occur a r a ndomly distributed g l o bule s. 
The olde r theo r y of t h e cause of hot-shortness from 
s ulfur was based on the fact t h a t an iron-iron sulfide 
eutectic forms ·which melts at 988°C. The forma tio o f a 
liquid phase at the grai n boundaries was believed to 
dest r oy cohesion betwee n the gr ains and r esult 1n failure 
during hot working. The formation of manganese sulfide 
which melts above the hot working femperature r ange was 
supposed to eliminate the liq uid phase . The discrete, 
g lobula r , solid manganese sulfide inc lus ions would not 
interfere with malleability. In more recent years the old 
theory of hot-shortness has been questioned (7,8) , and 
some of 'this work is discussed below. 
Sims and Lillieqvist (9) recognized the effect of 
a luminum on the nature of sulfide inclusions · n cast steel 
before the more recent investigations into the cause of hot 
shortness. Sims and Lillieqvist found thatwhen they added 
al uminum to acid arc-furnace steel the ductility was much 
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lower than that of open hearth teels which had no t been 
deoxid ized with aluminum . They observed a marked chan e in 
the nature of the inclus ions when the s tee l was deoxidized 
with aluminum. They a lso observed a c orrelation between 
d uc tility a nd the na ture of the inclusions. In particular , 
the distribution of the inclusions rather t ha n their 
amount dete rmined ductility. 
In steels that were not deoxid i ze¢ with aluminum , 
ductility was no problem and, the inclusions were essen-
tially r a ndomly distributed, globular inclusions of 
three types: 
14 Dark colored silicates , 
2. Light gray sulfides, and 
3 . Duplex, containing substantial amounts of both 
silicate and sulfide. 
The silicates and sulfides were believed to be "practically 
miscible in the li<luid state " .. 
In aluminum deoxidi z ed steels with low ductility the 
inclusions are " confined exclusively to the grain boundari es 
of primary crystals or dendritic fillings, and have al l the 
earmarks o f being a part of an eutectic that was t he last 
mother liquor to solidify". 
Sims and Lillieqvist distinguished between "natural " 
inclusions and other inclusions such as inadvertent bits of 
re factory or slag. Natural inclusions were believed to 
form during cooling and solidification of the steel . Most 
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heat s of a glven type stee contain approximately the same 
amount of inc l usions . This woul d follow if all insoluble 
material floated out of the melt rapidly at steelmakin g 
temperatur es and the "natura l " inc lusions forme d by pre-
cipitation during cooling and solidification; they do not 
exist except as s olute in the mo lten steel prior to this 
time. The amount and character of the inclusions were 
assumed to be determined l a rgely by the compos . t ion and 
temperature of the molten metal which would b e essent·al l y 
consta nt for a given type steel. The inclusions a re mos ly 
sul f ides and, therefore, steels with high sulfur tend to 
have a high inclusion count . 
The fact that the a verag e Slze of the inclusions 
depends on the size of the casting a l so indicates that h e 
inclusions are formed during solidificat·on and are in 
solution above the melting point. Small casting s or r apidly 
cooled metal such as chilled surfaces contain small incl l-
sions while l a r ger castings and more s lowl cooled me al 
contain larg er inclusions. Other things being eq al here 
· s no observed change in size or q uantity o f inclusions 
with holding time in the liquid state. This means the 
inclusions cannot float out because they do not exist 
prior to the start of cooling; the inclusions , most l 
s ulfides , a r e soluble at steel-making tempe r atur s. 
Sims and Lillieqvi s t concluded hat aluminum a ffected 
the nature and dist ·bution of su fides, the os prevalent 
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+ pe of i nclu sion, bec~use it a ffec t ed the oxy P, e n conten t 
of the l i quid me t a l which affe c e d the solub i l ity of othe 
materials . Other factor s such as h i gher c arbon content 
and l ower metal t emperatures which would g ive lower 
oxyg en concentrations in the bath ten ded to ac t the same 
as aluminum with respect to the inclusions . These f ctors 
gave grain boundary sulfides which lowered ductility . Low 
carbon contents, high metal tern erature and the addition 
of iron ore to the melt gave castings of g ood ductility. 
These factors would favor higher oxygen concentrations in 
the bath and they yielded g lobular, randomly distributed 
inclus i ons. 
Sulfide solubility was used to account for variations 
ln sulfide inclusions. Higher oxygen reduces sulfide solu-
bility in the molten metal and causes the inclusions to 
precipitate as a liquid phase during coo ling and before 
s olidification starts . These particles of liquid are 
t rapped and become globular, randomly d istributed inclu-
s ions which do not markedly reduce duct ility. The sulfur 
is assumed to be much more soluble in metal o f low oxygen 
content . With low oxygen the inclusions are no t precipita-
ted prior to solidification. They remain in solution un il 
near the end of the solidification proces s when the sul-
fides and other inclusions form by an eutec ic reaction in 
the g rain boundaries of the primary crystals . The continuous 
grain boundary network of inclusions embrit l e the steel. 
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Aluminum and d e oxidation practice a re now recogni zed 
as affecting s ulfides in s tee l (4,5). Craft s , Egan and 
F6rge n g ( 10 ) proposed mechanisms for the formation of 
inclus ions in steel c a s t ings. The y a ttempted to explain how 
the deoxidation practice de termined the size, shape and 
distri bution of the inclusions . According to their explana-
tion the amount of aluminum added to the steel served a s a 
basis of classification of the inclusion types. 
Gaydos (11) reported on the study of the influence o f 
sulfides on the machinability of C 1213 steels. He found 
two kinds of sulfides : 1 ) elongated sulfides contain i n g 
g reen streaks tended to be present in metal of low oxygen 
content, and 2) oval sulfi de s of amber to red color wh ich 
fo rm in steel of higher oxygen levels. The gree~ sulfides 
tended to occur near the mold walls, in the lower part of 
ingots and in higher carbon heats. Oval sulfides were found 
1n upper portions of ingots and in lower carbon heats. The 
sulfides were small and numerous near the surface of the 
ingot and increased 1n size toward the center of the ingot. 
Gay dos found some of the sulfides were as s ociated with 
oxide o r silicate phases which formed " tails " on the sulfide 
i nclusions. The nature of the tails seemed to a ffe ct the 
sulfide. Siliceous tails were found on g reen type sulfide 
' 
while oxide tails tended to form on red sulfides. Ov a o r 
red type sulfides were desired in free-machinin g s t eels . 
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Van Vlack ( 12 ) also studied hi gh s u lfur steels and 
determined some of the factors which affect the shape and 
size of inclusions in ro l led resul furiz ed steel . The inc l u-
Slon characteristics are g overn ed by : 
1. The silicon content of the steel, 
2 . The sulfur content of the steel , 
3. The mechanical working which the steel rece ived, 
and 
4. Possibly by the oxygen content of the sulfide phase. 
High silicon increased the length to width r atio o f the 
sulfides and both silicon and carbon increased their fre-
q u e n c y. At hi gh rolling temperature s , the sulfide inclusions 
are plastically deformed and pinched off; at lower h ot 
roll i n g temperatures they were observed to be f r actured. 
Van Vlack showed that the plasticity of the inclusions 
v a ried with silico~ cont ent of the steel and concluded that 
the composition of the sulfi de phase varies with silicon 
content of the s teel. Silicon reduces t he solubility of 
oxygen in the sulfide phase. Steel with a low o x ygen analy-
s is had plastic inclusions, even with a low silicon cont ent. 
Aluminum increas es the plasticity of sulfide inclusions 
during rolling . 
Josefsson, Koeneman and La gerberg (7) investigated 
sulfur and oxygen as causes of red-shortness . It was con -
cluded that oxygen by itself did not cause red-shortness. 
Their work showed t hat the solubility of sulfides varied 
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with t empe r ature in steel. At h igh tempera t ures , 1050-1300°C , 
s u l fi des could b e di ssolved and they tend ed to precipi ate 
at the a ustenite grain bo undaries at lower t emperatures , 
0 85 0-950 C , where the steel was h ot-shor t . 
The grain bounda ry s u lfide network and the dissolv ed 
sulfur were both b elieved to cau se hot shortne ss . It was 
fo un d t h at the g r a in b oundary ne t work could b e sph e r oidi z ed 
by hold i n g at 950°C and t h at t his e l iminat e d h ot s h ort ness . 
The d i s s olve d s u lfide c ould als o be take n out o f s olution 
by holding at lower temperat ures. Mangane se was believ ed 
to c ounteract the eff e ct of sulfur b y dec reasing the 
s o l ub il i t y o f t he s ulfur and by formi n g mang a nese sulfide 
which does not form grain boundary fi l ms. 
Ramsey and Graper (1 3 ) c oncluded that s t ee l with sul-
fur a dded as sodium sulfite c a n be rolled as we l l as t h o ug h 
no sulfur were added. The sodium sulfite forms sulfur di-
oxide when it decomposes. It is assumed that, in this case , 
the oxyg en of the sul fur dioxide forms part o f the s u lfide 
inclusions ~n the steel and raises their solidi f ication 
temperature enough so that the formation in the s tee l of a 
low-melting ' eutectic is prevented. The result is the p r e-
vention of hot-shortness and a more uniform distribut ion 
of inclusions. 
Van Vlack, Riegger, Warrick and Dahl (8) recently 
s tudied the metallography o f sulfides in steel . They de t e r -
mined the effect of manganese, silicon and oxy g en conce n-
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trat ion on s urface e n e g y of li q u i d sulfide / me tal an d o t he 
interfac es i n s t eel at ele v a ted te perat ur s . The effe ct "ve 
dihe d ral a n gle was measured becau s e this a n gle d e termines 
the s hap e of s u lf i des . A larp,e angle p r oduces g lob ular s ul -
fide s while a small angle leads t o intergranular penetra-
tion o f the liq uid sulfide yielding film-like g r ain 
boundary s ulfides . 
It wa s found that the liquid sulfide in a simple iron -
sulfur alloy contained about 85 -pereent iron and had a low 
dihedral ang le. Thi s means that liquid sulfide/metal sur-
face energy is low relative to grain boundar ener y and 
the liquid tends to penetrate the grain b oundary . The 
a ddition of oxygen to the alloy reduce d the solubili ty 
of the ~ron in the liq uid sulfide. This reduced t h e s~m~ ­
larity of the liquid and solid phases and increased the 
dihedral angle. The penetration of grain boundarie s by the 
oxygen-enriche d liquid was restricted and tended to give 
a more g lobular sulfide. 
Man g anese tends to produce insoluble solid sulfides 
and to increase the dihedral an g le of any liquid sulf "de 
phase. The addition of oxygen to a n iron-manganese -sulfu r 
alloy introduces a liq uid which fl u xes the solid sulfide 
and leads to duplex sulfide-oxide inclusions. Addi n g oth 
oxyg en and silicon results in a siliceous liqu "d phas e 
saturated with sulfide. 
Van Vlack and co-workers believe that the sulfide s ~n 
1? 
a manganese-bearing steel are not necessarily solid at hot 
rolling temperatures. They postulate that the oxy gen c on-
tent is very important because it determines how much s ul-
fide 1s fluxed or dissolved. If so much liquid is formed 
that it is not saturated with manganese sulfide the liquid 
phase will have a tendency to penetrate grain boundaries 
and cause hot shortness. " On this basis man ganese may 
have a t wo-fold purpose in alleviating hot-shortness. 
Steels with higher manganese contents would have more of 
the oxygen actually removed from the liquid metal so that 
less sulfide is fluxed and the nonmetallic liquid lS satu-
rated with mangane se sulfide . Furthermore, and as prevlous-
ly realized, additional mang anese will produce a higher 
melting sulfide. " 
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III EXPERIM NTA L PROCEDURE 
A. TESTING METHOD USED IN EXPERIMENTS 
Macroscopic Examination 
Macroscopic examination was used to determine the 
di s tribution of the sulfide inclusions in the steels. Two 
procedures, deep etching and sulfur printing, were used . 
a. Deep Etch Test 
Samples were prepared for deep etching by first grind-
1 n g flat on a belt grinder and then polishing o n 240 a nd 
320 grit abrasive papers. A 50 percent hot hyd rochlori c 
acid solution at 160°F was used for etching . Samples were 
heated to 160°F in hot wate r before being put into the 
acid. Etching time was 30 minutes. 
b. Sulfur Printing 
The distribution and concentration of the sulfide 
inclusions in the ingots was studied by making sulfur 
prints. 
The surface of the specimens was prepared by rinding 
on 240, 320, 400, 600 grit abrasive papers to p roduce a 
smooth clean surface. Photogra phic bromide paper was s o aked 
in a 2 percent solution of sulfuric acid for 3 minute s . The 
paper was removed from the acid solution and allowed t o 
drain free of excess solution. The emulsion side o f the 
paper was then placed on the prepared surface of the s ample 
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and allo we d to remain 1 n contact under moderate pressure 
for one minute . The sul f u r prin s were rinsed i n tap 
water, fi x ed in a photo~r~ph ic fixiri g solutio n for abo ut 
15 minutes, washed in run n ing water for approximately 30 
minute s and then dried. 
Metallog r aphi c Examination 
Preparation of metallo g raphic samples consisted of 
mounting in bakelite , belt g rinding, polishing on 240, 320, 
40 0, 600 g rit abrasive papers and then finishin g on polish-
lng laps. Two wh ee ls were used . A coarse.alumina abr asi v e 
was used on Metcloth for the first lapping operation . Final 
polishing was done on a Microcloth cov ered wheel with Linde 
B as the pol ishing compound . 
The identification of inclusions in steel us1ng bright 
field illumination and ordinar y metallographic examina 1on 
is b ase d o n c h aracteristi c color, shape , size and distri bu-
tion of the various types of inclusions . The addition of 
polarized light to the microscope makes possible the 
detection of optical properties whic h h elp i n the i dent · -
fication. The characteristics of v arious inclusions and the 
procedures used are described in the literature ( 5,14,15 ). 
In thi s work sulfide inclusions were of interest . 
Sulfide s in steel are frequently manganese sulfide. This 
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sulfide is described as dove ~ray in color . It tends to 
f o rm globules during solidifi cation . Mangane se su f i de · "s 
p l astic and i s d e f ormed duri ng de formation processes . The 
sul fide s n wrought steel p r oducts are frequently elongated 
and in the form of s tringers. 
Iron sul fi de i s not common l n commercia steels . It is 
described as having a khaki o r yellowish color . Inclusions 
were found during this study which were believed to be i r on 
sulfi d e and s ome had a pink color. The color of iron sul-
fide seems to be variable -- rathe r it mi ght be said that 
iron sulfide in steels is frequently " contaminated " and "s 
vari able in nature. Iron sulfide tend s to form g r a in boun -
dar y f i lms during solidification. These films were found 
to be long thin films on pol ished sec tions . When the amount 
of iron sulfide was not so great it was found to f orm 
inclusions which were not film-like but neither were they 
globular. With a small amount of iron sulfide present it 
was found as a di s continuous grain boundary n e twork of 
sligh tly elongated inclusions of irreg ular s hape. 
Examination of sulfides with polarized light between 
crossed nicols frequently permits differentiation b e tween 
iron sulfide and manganese sulfide because the former lS 
optically anisotropic whereas the latter is optically 
i sotropic. 
An optically anisotropic mate rial will r esolve i n c i -
dent plane polarized light into two component s~ p o lari zed 
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parallel and nerryendicular to a certain crystallographic 
dire c on 1n the material, g "ving Plliptically polarized 
li ght. The net effect is that a compo~ent of the li ght 1s 
produced w "th it s p .ane of p o larization perpendicular o 
that of the incident li ght and this component · s transmi -
ted through the second nicol prism when the material i s 
being viewed through crossed nicols. The intensity of thi s 
transmitted light depends upon the angle be wee the c r ys-
t allographic direction and the plane of pola rization o the 
incident light. If an a ni sotropic material is rotated about 
an axi s norma l to its surface " t w:11 show fnt1 r ligh max1ma 
per revolution . An optically isotropic material does no 
affect the incident polarized light and does not g ive the 
bright - dark change during rotation . Isotropic subs t a n ces 
remain black during rotation between crossed nicols. 
In sp ite of the differences between iron and manganese 
sulfides , their pos itive identification with an optical 
microscope can be difficult at times . Not all g ray inclu-
sions are s ulfides . Furthermore, the inclusion s are no 
always pure s ubstance s and , therefor e, a g iven type in c lu -
sion does not always beha ve in the same manner. In this 
study , iron sulfide was found to be particularly variable . 
Inclusions were assumed to be iron sulfide when they were 
optically anisotropic and were either found in hea s to 
which manganese had not been added or were similar o 
sulfides found in such heats. It should also be noted here 
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h a t the varia t "on o r h i g 1tnes s durin g ro t ation be t ween 
c r ossed nicols was not t he same for the ron s u lf "de i th e 
var1 o us hea t s . The max mum bri ghtness varied conside~ably. 
T o s e h eats to which ma 1.,anese had not b een add e d contained 
su lfides that gave a ve ry noticeable bri g h t-d rk c h ange . I 
s ome o f h e o ther h~a s o which man~a es e h ad · en ad d ed, 
a nisotrop ic s ul fides were f oun d and the ir bri ghtness c h an ge 
was variable ; in some heat& it ·. wa$ pronounc~ d a nd 1n others 
it was very s l i ght . 
18 
B. STEEL MAK I NG PROCEDURES 
The s teels studied in this investigation were all 
exp erime ntal heats melted ln an indu c t ion furnac e using a 
20 KW Ajax Hi gh Frequency Converter. 
The raw materials for making the steels were: 
IRON 
Armc o ingot iron punchings whose analysis i1 sivon 








Armco Ingot Iron 






For Heats No. 1, 2 and 3, a 50 percent grade of ferro -
silicon of unknown composition was used. For all s ubsequent 















Electrolytic manganese was used f or all heat s . 
CARBON 
Gra phite electrodes were cru she d into c oarse p1e c e s 
which were u sed f o r t h e c arbon add i t i ons . 
COPPER 
The c opper a ddi t ion was i n the form of e lectrolyt i c a l-
ly r e fined c op p e r. 
CALCIUM 
In Heat No . 9 cal cium carbide s u ff i cient to p r o v ide 
t h e calci um a nd c a rbon was used. Pur e ca l cium me tal 
wa s added t o Heat No. 16. 
ALUMINUM 
Aluminum wire was inserted into the bath toward the 
erid o f eac h h eat as a deoxidizer. 
SULFUR 
Roll sulfur from E. H. Sargent and Company was used . 
The ingot iron was cleaned 1n a Wheelabrator Tumb l as t 
Machine for two to three hours. Ten pounds of the c l e aned 
punching s were placed in a seventeen pound cruc ible wh ich 
filled it to within one half inch o f the t op. The cruci-
ble was c o vered wi th a p iece of trans i t e to c u t down on 
20 
radiat ion heat loss and heating was s tarted. The iron 
melted in approximately 35 minute s . Various addit i ons were 
then made in the order shown in Table No. 1. After the 
vario us additions had been made , the slag which had accumu-
lated on the surface of the melt was skimmed . Heating was 
continued for three to five minutes after skimming the slag 
and then the heat was poured. The total time for melting 
and working the heats was approximately 55-60 minutes. 
The me tal was cast into three graphite molds in which 
the ingots were allowed to c ool to room temperature. 
The molds had been made by drilling 3 inch g raphite 
e lectrodes to giv e ingots approximately 1.25 inches in dia-
meter and 6 inches long . A riser 2 inches in diameter and 
145 inches long was prov ided on each mold . After drilling , 
the mold was cut into t wo halves which were held together 
for casting by metal bands. Ten pounds of liquid steel was 
sufficient to fill two of the molds and par tially fill the 
third mold. 
The first heat wa s used as a practice run and wa s not 
subsequently used. Heats No. 2 and 3 were prepared to 
determine the percentage recovery of t he alloy additions 
and to determine how well a heat could be duplicated. 
These two heats w~re analyzed g iving the compositions 
shown 1n Table No. 2. On the basis of these analyses the 
recovery of various additions was as shown in Table No. 3. 
The percentage recovery used fo r calculating charge s for 
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able No . 1 Melting Schedule for Steel Making 
Heat Cruel-
No~ ble ~': 
No. 
2 1-2 
3 l- 3 
2-1 
5 3- 1 
6 3- 2 
7 3 -3 
B 4-1 
9 4-2 
1 0 5-1 
11 5-2 
1 2 6-1 
13 6 -2 
14 6-3 


















20g c . 
lOlb Fe 




We1ght of Addit1on 1n Grams and Order 




















Fe - Si 
6 g s 
6 g s 
26 g 
25g 65 g 
C Mn 
2 5 g 6 5g 
C Mn 
2 0g BO g 
C Cu 
2 0 g BO g 
C Cu 










6 0 g 3g 
CaC2 S 
20 g 40 g 
C Mn 
20 g 12 0 g 
C Mn 











































4 . 5g 
Al 
* Firs t di g it is crucible number and second d i gi t is number 
of melt made i n the crubible, e. g ., 6-3 "s third h eat 
ma de in crucible No. 6 . 
Table No. 2 Composition * of Steel Investigated 
Heat No. 2** 3*~" 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 
Carbon 0.52 0.48 0.4 0 . 4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0 . 4 0.4 -- 0 .4 0.4 0.4 0 . 4 
Silicon 0.84 0. 94 0.25 0 . 25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0 . 25 0 . 25 0.25 - - -- 0 . 25 0 . 25 0 . 25 
Phosphorous .003 .003 
-
Sulfur 0.38 0.46 0 . 1 0.1 0.3 0.1 0.05 0.05 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0 .1 
Manganese 0.77 0.84 -- 0 . 8 1 . 0 -- -- -- 0 . 5 1 . 5 -- - - -- 1 .0 
Copper 
-- --
1.5 1 . 5 1.5 
-
Aluminum 0.1 0 . 06 0 . 1 0 . 1 0 . 1 0 . 1 0.05 0.1 0 .1 
Calcium 
-- -- -- -- -- -- -- 0 .75 -- -- -- -- -- -- 0.5 
- -
Carbon content 
es timate from - - - - ±0.5 ±0.5 ±0 . 4 ±0.2 ±0 . 1 -- ±0.2 ±0.3 -- ±0.3 ±0 . 3 ±0 . 4 --
microstructure 
* Approximate compositions calculated on the br s is of recoveries shown in last 
column of Table No . 3. 
i' * 
N 
Analyzed composition . N 
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a l Rub . equent h 0a t s a re als0 shown i Table No . 3. These 
p e r ce .t ape re c overi es wer e u s e d to c a lculat e t h e appro -
xima t e h ea t a na l y se s shown in Tab l e No . 2. 
Table No. 3 
Re c o veries of Element s 1 n S t ee Making 
- I Per-cen t a ge ·- -- ----·---- ---- -------Recov eri es Percentap,e Re c o veries 
El e me n ts jof El e ment Us e d fo r Charg e 
Calculation 
Heat Heat 
No . 2 No. 3 
Carb o n 96 88 90 
Mang ane s e 55 59 55 
S i l i c on 86 94 90 
Sulfur 7 0 83 75 
Samples were c ut f rom t h e t o p a n d bott om o f the ingot s 
f rom each heat and exami ned. One sample f rom each h eat wa s 
deep etched . The deep etch samples revealed no g ross s e g re-
g ation or defects other than the hole s which could be s een 
without deep etching . Some of the ingots from h eat s to 
which no manganese h a d been added had such holes. 
Sulfur prints were made to determine sulfur di stribu-
t ion and the relative amount of sulfur in the hea t. Si n ce 
a standardized procedure was adopted, the density of t he 
s ulfur prints would be directly proportional to t he s u l u r 
content o f the me tal. The vario us h e ats could be sepa rated 
i nto g roups a ccording to the dens ity of the s u lfu r p r ints 
24 
and these g r oups corresponded to the calculated sulfur 
conten t f o r the he a t. The s ulfur content of the variou s 
heats was a t least approximately the amount shown in 
Ta ble No. 2 . Sulfur was relatively uniformly di s tributed 
in the hea t s. A thin surface layer on some heats may have 
had low sulfur content. 
The carbon contents of the heats were checked b y 
metallog raphic examination. The pearlite in the ingots was 
relatively coarse indicatjng a relatively slow cooling and 
a close approach to equilibrium. The relative amount of 
ferrite a nd pearlit~ in the samples indicated the carbon 
contents shown in Table No . 2 . 
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IV EX PERIMENTA L RE ULT 
A. GENERAL METALLOGRAPHIC OBSERVATIONS 
The su lfide in c lusions in the ingots of the variou s 
heats were examined with a metallog raph. The individual 
heats will be described after pointing out some g ene ral 
obse r vations. 
Most of the ingots cou ld be divided into two portions 
on the basis of the natu.re of the inclusions. There was 
surface layer in whi ch the inclusions were very fine and 
more or less randomly distributed. In the central portion 
of the ingot the nature and distribution of the incl u sions 
varied somewhat in the different heat s . 
The fineness of the inc usions in the surface layer 
made it very difficult to study them . Frequently it was not 
possible to determine accurately their coior in ordinary 
lig ht . The edge effect pre v ented definite de erminat ion of 
charact eristics in polarized light. In some of the ingots 
it was not certain that sulfide inclusions' were p r esent 
1n this layer. 
After examining many s amples it became apparent that 
the sulfides in the central portion of the ingots of many 
of the heats could be divide d into two types . Th e two types 
could be identified easily in some heat s where they differed 
in s h ape . In these he a t s one type wa s spheroidal whi l e the 
other consisted of long t hin fi lms formi hg a gra · n boundary 
/ 6 
network. Care f ul exa mination of o t her heats revealed that 
while the fi rst typ e usual ly was spheroidal , the other was 
not a l ways so film-like. The two types of inclusions wi ll 
be cal led "globular" and " g rain boundary" types. They 
differed in a number of ways. The identifying characteris-
tics of each type will be described. 
The globula r sulfides were "dove g ray", the color 
us ually associated with s ulfi de s in steel . When examined 
under polarized light with crossed nicols, these inclusions 
invariably remained dark in all positions while bei ng 
rotated with the sta ge of the micros cope . This indicated 
that these inclusions were manganese sulfides. Fig ures 2 
and 3 s how the inclusions in an ingot of Heat No . 2. 
Figure 2 is a n ordinary photomicrograph in which a number 
of the globular sulfides are marke d "MnS". I n Figure 3 the 
same area is shown as it appeared through crossed nicols. 
It will be seen that the globular inclusions are b l ack 
under crossed nicols. 
The g lobular sulfides were usually either randomly 
distributed or arrang ed in a dendritic pattern. A region 1n 
which a rather pronounced dendritic pattern was found is 
shown 1n Figure 5. As mentioned abov e and as shown in 
Figure 5 the globular sulfides were usually spheroidal 1n 
shape . 
The g ra1n boundary s ulfides had a number of disting ui -
shing c haracteristics. However, they varied somewhat from 
2 7 
heat to heat a nd it was necessary to consider all their 
c haracteristics in order t o ident i fy t h e m because 1n some 
heats one o r more of their c harac teristics was not part icu-
l a rly pronounced. 
One of the disting uishing characteristics of t he gra1n 
boundary i nclusions which c reated the impression t hat t h ese 
inclusions were indeed different from the g lobular inclus ions 
was their distribution. They were almost always found 1n a 
grain boundary network as the name implies. The grain boun-
dary ne twork was not always continuous or complete but at 
low magnification it was apparent as shown in Figure 7 and 
Figure 2 3. 
The shape of the gra1n boundary sulfides varied con-
s iderably in the different heats. I n some of t he heats they 
were long thin films as mentioned above and they could be 
identified easily in these heats. However , in other heats 
they were not particularly long and some were even 
spheroidal as shown in Figure 2, where s ome of these inclu-
sions are marked "D" . Even when these grain boundary inclu-
sions were not · particularly long, some could still be 
identified by their shape because their location at the 
junction of grain boundaries made them triangular or some 
other irregular shape having one or more corners or points. 
This is illustrated by the inclusion marked " G" in Figure 2. 
The color of the g rain boundary inclusions frequently 
helped to differentiate them from the globular sulfides. 
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The colo r of t h e g r a1 n b oundary sulf 'des varie d . . On e obser-
ver saw the g r ain b o u nda r y sul fide s as a i g h er ~ray t han 
the g l obula r t ype . An o t her obs erv e r was able t o de tect a pln-
k i s h c a s t i n s ome g r a in boundary s u l f i d es wh' le o thers we r e 
a kha ki o r y ellowish c olo r. The ability t o see c olors in 
t he se inc lus ions c ould be u s e d advant geously in ide n t ' fy ing 
the g rain boundary s u l fides. Howeve r, the g rai n boun dar y 
s ul f ides in all the heats c oul d not be ide nt i f'ed by color. 
Ano the r characteri stic of the g r a in b ounda r y s u lfide s 
that made their identification positive in s ome h eat s was 
their app earence in polarized l i g h t wi t h crossed nicols . 
These inc lu s i o n s we r e frequent l y i ron s ul fide or dup lex , 
p artia l l y iron s ul f ide a nd parti a lly ma n v, a nese s ulfi d e . 
Sinc e iron sulf i d e is anis o tro p ic it h a s th~ ab il 'ty t o 
rota t e the p lane o f polari zation of light and c a n appear 
bright in certain positions when v iewed thro ug h cros sed 
n i cols . An anisotro pic material like iro n s u l f i de wi l 
unde r g o c hange s f rom b r i g h t t o d a r k as it i s rotate d wi th 
the s tag e of the me t a llog rap h. In one c omple t e r evo l tion , 
there wer e four bright and four d a rk _o . ition s . 
The bright-dark cha n g e cou l d not a lway s be u sed to 
i d e nti f y the rain boundary inclusions b e c a use they di d n o 
a lways display this characteristic. The bri ghtnes s o f t he 
i nclu sions · n their brig h t positions i t h cro s sed n i c ol s 
varie d consid e r a b ly . With s ome g r a in bou n d a ry inc lus i o ns 
the maximu n brightn ess was s u c h that the observ e r c ould 
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n ot be certain a hri ~ht -dark chan ge was occurr1ng n d with 
other ,raln boundary inclusions it appeare d to be absent 
entirelv. 
Figure 2 and 3 , as mentioned above~ s h o w inclusio s 
from Heat No. 2 with o r dinary light a nd with polarized 
light u s inp crossed nicol s . A numb e r of g r ai n boundary 
elusions a re mar ked " D" in Fig ure 2. I t is appar e nt in this 
p hotomicrograph that these inclusions are duplex and that a 
difference i n co l or existed b e twee n the gra in boun dary sul-
f ides and the g l obula r s ulfides marked " MnS " . The iron sul-
fide part o f the g r a in b oundar y sulf i des is l · ghter than 
t h e man ganese sulf i de part or t h e globular sulfides wh . c h 
a re a lso man gan ese sulfide. I n Fig ure 3 , one of t he bri h 
posi tio n s of the iron sul fide is s h own . I n this sample t h e 
a n isotropic nature of the g rain boundary iro n s u l fides 1s 
very definite as is the ir duplex nature . As me n tioned a bov e, 
the manganese sulfide 1s isotropic and remained dar k in 
all pos itions . 
Severa l other genera l observations c a n b e noted before 
d e scr i bing the heats individually. The re was some t ende ncy 
for the g rain boundary sulfides to be long er toward t he 
..... 
cent e r of the ingot , some times they were very much lon ger 
than they were near the s u rface. The g rain boundary sulf i -
d es indica ted a tendency for the g rain size in the i n gots 
t o · n c r e as e toward the center of the ingot . 
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B. DESCRIPTION OF INDIVIDUAL HEATS 
Heat No. 2 
The surface l ayer of fine inclusions was about 2.5 mm 
thic k. The inclusions in thi s layer were numerous a n d 
es s entially randomly di s tributed, Figure 1 . However, in 
some reg1ons there wa s a tende ncy to r e veal the dendr " tic 
struc ure of the ingot. The inclusions in the surface 
l aye r were too fine to identify positively. Sulfides we r e 
believed to be present . 
In the central portion of the ingot re lative ly large 
g lobular sulfides were found. They were more or less 
randoml y di s tribute d. 
The grain boundary sulfides were more fre q uent towa rd 
the center of the ingot . They displayed a pinkish c ast and 
could be identified relatively easily in thi s hea t by thei r 
color. They were also frequently duplex as shown in Fi g ure 
2. Their maximum brightness with crossed nicol s was 
relatively intense, Figure 3, and this too helped in their 
identification. The bright-dark change indicated that much 
iron s u lfide was present in this heat. The ra1n boundary 
sulfides were not particularly film-like. 
He a t No . 3 
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FIGURE 2. CENTER OF THE INGOT FROM HEAT NO. 2, 







MANGANESE SULFIDE INCLUSIONS ARE MARKED "MnS" . DUPLEX 
INCLUSIONS MARKED " D" SHOW DARK MANGANESE SULFIDE AREAS 
AND LIGHTER l.:RON SULFIDE AREAS. INCLUSION MARKED " G" SHOWS 
ANGULAR SHAPE CHARACTERISTIC OF SULFIDES LOCATED AT 
JUNCTION OF GRAIN BOUNDARIES. 
UNETCHED, 
FIGURE 3. CENTER OF THE INGOT FROM HEAT NO. 2, 
POLARIZED LIGHT . 
500 X 
SAME FIELD AS THAT SHOWN IN FIGURE 2. IRON SULFIDE IS IN 
A BRIGHT POSITION. 
UNETCHED, 500 X 
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He a t No. 2, Fi~ure 4 . This was expected because he two 
h eats we r e ma de with an effort to produce identical 
mate r i a l . Howe v e r, some differences were ob s erv ed . 
In Heat No. 3 a larger port ion of the sulfur was pre-
sent as g lobular sulfides than in Heat No. 2 . The g l o bular 
sulfides in Heat No. 3 were somewhat big er . Ne ar the 
center of the ing ot a few re g ions were found ln which the 
g lobular sulfides formed a pronounced dendritic patt e r n , 
Figure 5 . 
The iron sulfide inclusions ln this heat were more 
frequent toward the center of the ingot . Th ey were le ss 
elongated than in Heat No. 2 . A coarser g rain slz e was 
found at the center of the ingots of Heat No. 3 tha n t hat 
found at the center of Heat No. 2 i n got s. 
Heat No . 4 
The s urfa ce layer was about 1 . 0 mm thick . The inc lu -
Slons ln the s urface l ayer were distr ibuted ~ n a c olumnar , 
g raln boundary network , Fig ure 6 . 
Thi s heat c? ntained no mang anese addi tion but did have 
the equiv a lent of 1.5 percent copper added. A smal l amount 
of manganese, that i n the i n o t iron s t ock, was pres e n t . 
Almost all the sulfide inclusions in this h eat a p peared t o 
be g rain boundary iron sulfides. Some fine globular sulfi-
des were found but they were not frequent . 
The bright-dark change with crossed nicols was not 
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£ IGURE 5 . CENTER OF THE I NGOT FROM HEAT NO. 3. 
UNETCHED , 150 X 
FIGURE 6. SURFACE LAYER ON THE INGOT FROM HEAT o. 4. 
UNETCHED , 150 X 
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pronounced f or t he sulfides in this heat . The maximum 
brightness was greater for inclusions near the center of 
the ing ot than for those near the surface. 
Ne ar the surface of the ingot the sulfides were 
relatively short or spheroidal even thoug h they were the 
grain boundary type. Longer inclusions were found upon 
moving toward the center of the ingot and very long and 
very thin gra1n boundary sulfides were fo u nd a t t h e center, 
Figure 7. Black spots in these thin film-like inclusions 
were found. The thinness of the inclusions made it difficult 
to determine if these black spots were oxides o r oth er types 
of i nclusions or if they were places where the s ul f i d e had 
been removed in po l ishing . 
This heat had been made with the expectation that copper 
sulfi de might be present. Inclusions were found in which 
portions were a blue gray color. Copper sulfide should be 
bluish in color with ordinary light and should show a blue 
col or with polarized light. The blue-gray regions were black 
with crossed nicols and showed spots of other colors at 
their edges. Thus, identification of copper sulfide was not 
positive but duplex iron sulfide-copper sulfide inclusions 
may have been present. 
Heat No. 5 
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of thi s hea t . The sur face layer, about 1.25 mm th ' ck, con-
tained fine inclusions that were randomly dist r ibu e d . 
Wi th po larized light usin g crossed ni cols most of t hese 
i nc lusions were ide nti f ied as g lassy silicate inclus ' o n s . 
I t was not certain that any sulfide inclusions we e pre-
sent in this layer . 
The midd le layer was about 6.75 mm t h ick and contained 
fine g lobular sulfides in a dendriti c pattern , Fi g ure 8 . 
In the central p ortion of the in ot the sul ides were 
arrange d 1n a dendritic pattern which , as s h o wn ' n F · gu r e 
9 , was a coarse r pattern than that of the mid d le lave . A 
the junctions of the row s of sulfides, clusters of inclu-
sion s were frequently found. Essent ially all the sul fid es 
were located in the dendritic pattern with intervenin 
metal free of inclusions . 
All the inclusions remained dark in polarized li h 
with c rossed nicols. For some unexplained r eason they di d 
not appear black like the manganese sul ide inclusions 1n 
other heats. The very faint brightness effect may have been 
due to the presence of very bright s o ts which were sea e r-
ed throughout the sample . These bright spots could have 
been caused by other inclusions or polishing pits. one o 
the sulfides showed a bri ht-dark change and all were 
believed to be mang ane s e sulfide ·nclus · ons of the gl o ular 
ty e. The inclusions were relat·vely small . 
No e vi d ence of coppe r s ulfide was found. 
39 
Heat No . 6 
This heat was similar to He a t No. 5 1n compositi o an d 
1n sul fides present. Each heat h ad the equivalent of 1 e r 
cent manganese and 1 . 5 percent copper added. Heat No. 6 
con ained approximat ely 0.3 percent sulfur while the 
e~uivalent of 0.1 percent sulfur had been added to Hea 
No. 5 . 
He a t No. 6 had only o ne surface layer , 0. 75 -1 .0 mrn 
thick which was s imilar to the surface ayer o f Hea o . S 
in one r espect; it was d"fficult to posit"vely "den i f y 
su l fi des in this layer. In s ome part s of th" s lay e r the 
inclusions we re r a ndomly distributed wh " l e in others e'' 
were p re sent in a d endritic patt e rn. 
The dendritic pattern in the central portion of the 
1n ot wa s finer than that in Heat No. 5, Figur e 10 . All 
the inclusions appeared to be globular manganese sulfides 
whi c h r e mained uniformly black in polarized light with 
c rossed nicols. The clusters of inclusions in Hea 0. 6 
we re lar g er and more frequent than those in Heat No . 5 bu 
the individual sulfides making u p the clus ters and th e de n-
dritic network were about he same size in oth heat s . I 
addition to these sulfides, Heat No. 6 . c o ntained much 
a r er randomly distributed sulfides wh "ch can be se e n 
F "gure 10 . These large inclusions d i d not app ar o be 
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Heat No. 7 
The surface layer, approximately 1 .75 mm thick, contain -
ed relatively few small, round iron sul fi de inclusions. A 
slight pink cas t could be detected in thes e inclus ions and 
they g ave a faint bright-dark c h ange with crossed nicols. 
They were randomly distributed. 
In the central portion of the ingot almost all t h e 
sulfides were either iron sulfide or duplex. The sulfides 
were , to a very larg e extent, distributed in a g rain boun-
dary network. Near the surface of the ing ot thes e g rai n 
b o u n dary sulfides were short but the y i ncreas ed in length 
toward the center and, at the center, Figure 11, some 
relatively long sulfides were found . 
There appeared to be some more or less randomly 
distributed globular inclusions. These inclusions gave a 
brigh t-dark change with crossed nicols. Many of the grain 
boundary sulfides were round and they looked very much like 
the apparently randomly distributed sulfides . 
In this heat a number of the s u lfide inclusi ons con-
tained silicate inclusions . 
Heat No. 8 
The sur face layer on the ingot was absent or too thin 
to be noticed. All the sulfides gav e a faint bri gh t-dark 
change under crossed nicols. Most of the s u lfide inclusions 
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FIGURE ~ 2. CENTER OF THE INGOT IROM HEAT NO. 8 . 
UNETCHED, 
4 2 
1 50 X 
1 50 X 
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were s phe roidal . However , some of the sulf "des were some -
wh a elongat ed , Figur e 3, and they gave a more ro ounced 
brig h -dark chang e than the sphe roidal sulfide s . 
The s ulfides were relative y fine, Fi g ure 12. Their 
distribution was somewhat uncertain becaus e of heir smaJl 
size and the low sulfur content of thi s heat. At hi gh 
magnification some of the inclusions, particularly the 
elongated s ulfides, appeared to be lo ated on g r a in boun -
daries but at low magnification they looked more "ke a 
r andom array. 
The size of the sulfides was uniform throughout he 
ingot but there appeared to be more sulfides at t he cen e 
than at the surface of the ingot. 
Heat No. 9 
In this heat the inclusions were mostly silicates 
Figure 14 and 15. Sili cates have a characteristic appe a r a n-
ce with c rossed nicols shown in Figure 15. They li g h up n 
two directions forming a " cross " . There was no surface 
layer. Only a few round sulfides were found and these ?a ve 
a bright-dark change with polarized light. A b r i ht pos i-
tion for one such sulfide is shown n Fi g ure 15. These 
sulfides were pinkish in color . Their distr" bu lO was 
uncertain. The sulfides were so far apart they appeared o 
be r andomly distributed. 
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FIGURE 14. IRON SULFIDE INCLUSION IN THE INGOT FROM HEAT 
NO. 9, ORDINARY LIGHT. 
IRON SULFIDE INCLUSION IS MARKED " FeS " . 
UNETCHED, 500 X 
FIGURE 15. IRON SULFIDE INCLUSION IN THE INGOT FROM HEAT 
NO. 9, POLARIZED LIGHT. 
SAME FIELD AS THAT SHOWN IN FIGURE 14. IRON SULFIDE 
INCLUSION IS IN A BRIGHT POSITION. 
UNETCHED, 500 X 
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Heat No. 1 0 
A surface layer about 1.0 mm hick was f ound on t e 
ing ot o f this heat. Iron sulfide inclus ions were found 
random l y distributed in the s urface laye r. 
Almost al l the s ulfides in the ce n tra l portion of he 
ing ot were iron sulfides. There appeared to be np random 
man g anese sulfides in this heat even thoug h the equiva en 
of 0.5 percent man ganese had been added. Some manganese 
sulfide was found but it was all part of duplex sulfides. 
Most of the sulfides were g rain boundar y type, F · ~ ure 
16 and 1 7. Some of the elongated sulf i des s howed a less 
intense bright-dar~ chang e with polarized li g ht 
spheroidal sulfides. 
an he 
Clusters of black inclusion s s uch a s that s own · n 
Fi gure 16 were found in this heat. Th e inclusions in these 
clusters were not identified but they were crystalline ln 
shape and were bright in polarized li g ht with crossed 
nicols. 
Heat No. 11 
No surface layer was found on the ingot of Hea 0 . 11 . 
However , just below the surface a few sulfides wi h a pink 
tint were found and they were anisotropic with polarized 
light indicating iron sulfides . Almost all the sul ides ln 
this heat were dove gray mangane se sulfides . A few lron 
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FIGURE 16. CENTER OF THE INGOT FROM HEAT NO. 10. 






FIGURE ~17. CENTER OF THE INGOT FROM HEAT NO. 10. 
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FIGURE 18. CENTER. OF THE INGOT FROM HEAT NO. 11. 
UNETCHED , 500 X 
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sulfide i nclusions at the surface a nd a (~w duP.lex inclu-
sions in the inter ior were found. The iron sulfide par 
of the dup lex sulfides was pink. 
The sulfides we re very small and appeared t9 be d i s-
tributed ln a grain boundary n e twork, Figure 1 8 . In some 
portions of the ingot the network h ad some c haracteristics 
o f a dendritic pattern causing some doubt about the nature 
of the distribution of the s ulfides . The sulfides in thi s 
heat were somewhat simila r to those in Heats No . 5 and 6 in 
whic h the s ulfi de s we r e definitely arranged in a dendritic 
pattern. Heat No . 11 con t ained clusters of sulfides similar 
t o but much smaller than those in the other t wo heats . 
Furthermore , in each o f the se three heats most of the 
sulfides we r e locate~ in the n~twor~ wi~h very few s u lfides 
being rando mly ._distributed . . Only ~eat No . 6 with its very 
high sulfur ,content h ad randomly distributed globular 
sulfides. 
Heat No . 1 2 
This heat was melted with only sulfur added to the 
iron. Th e r esulting inclusions were unusua l . Most · ere ~ore 
or l ess spheroidal and appeared to be two-p has e but the 
did not look like duplex iron s ulfide - manga ese sulfide 
inclus ions . Pa rt of the inclusion s gav e a faint bri ht -
dark chan g e with crossed nicols and could have been iron 
Sd 
sulfi des. The other phase in the inclus i ons was dark 1n 
polarized light and showed no bright-da rk change. This 
phase was believed to be 1ron oxide. 
The inclusions were lined up 1n a pattern of some kind, 
Figure 1 9 , and were also found to be randomly distributed. 
Th ey increased in size toward the center of the ingot. 
Heat No. 13 
There was no s u rface layer on th i s ingot . On ly carbon 
a n d sulfur were added to th e melt. Nume r ous silicate type 
inclusions were found. 
Mos t of the sul f i d es were a n i sotro p i c l n polarized 
ligh t giving a bright-dark chang e, Fi g ure 21 and 22. Thei r 
c o lor varied considerably. Most of the sulfides were some -
what ye l l ow or khaki colored. However, some had the pink 
co l or found 1n the iron sulfide inclusions in some o f the 
other heats. None of the inclusions was dove gray. 
A large portion of the sul f ide s were grain b oundary 
t y pe. Near the surf ace many o f the s ul f ides in t h e g rain 
b~ndaries were more or less spheroidal but near the center 
of the ingot long film-like sulfides were frequent , Figure 
2 3. 
Some o f the spheroidal sulfides, e s pec ially near the 
surface, app eared to be randoml y d i stributed like globular 
sul fides but they were anisotrop i c i ron sulfide. Most o f 
these sulfides were khaki colore d. 
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FIGURE 19. CENTER OF THE INGOT FROM HEAT NO. 1 2 . 
UNETCHED, 150 X 
FIGURE 20. CENTER OF THE INGOT FROM HEAT NO . 12 . 
UNETCHED , 500 X 
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SAME ARE AS TH T SHGW GU E 2 . IRON UL IDE S 
? 
A BRIG~T POSITIO . THE BRIGHT RA DO LY DISTRIBUTED CLU-
SIONS SHOW THE "CROSS " CHAR CTERIST C OF G ASSV SILIC TES. 
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FIGURE 23. CENTER OF THE INGOT FROM HEAT NO. 13 . 
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FIGURE 24 . CENTER OF THE INGOT FROM HEAT NO. 15. 
UNETCHED, 50 X 
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Heat No . 1 4 
This h eat was s imilar t o Heat No . 1 3 1n composi tion 
and in sulfides . Ferrosilicon had been added to _Heat ~o .l4. 
There was surface laye r about .75 mm t h ick on the i ngot. 
In t he s ur f a c e l a yer the sul f ides were s pheroida l and ran-
d omly d is tri buted . The central portion of t e ingot was 
very s imi lar to that · n the ingot from Heat No . 3. 
Heat No . 15 
The s urface l a y e r was about 1 .7 5 mm thick. The sulfi -
d e s we r e s mall an d di s tri buted in the g r ain boundarie s of 
columnar grain s . 
In the central portion of the ingo t the su l fi d e s were 
a dark gray, darker than dove gray~ In polarized l ight 
with crossed n icols, t h e y r e ma i ned dark during rotat i o n of 
the stag e of the micros cope. However , d u ring r otation in 
polarized light they d i splayed spots of c o l or i n various 
sha des o f red and brown. The sulfid~ s should have been 
manganes e sulfide since the e q u iva lent of 1.0 p e r cent man-
g ane se had been added to the melt but the co l or o f the 
s ulfides and their behavior in polarized light wa s very 
unusual. 
Most of the s u lfide inclusions were spheroidal. They 
were di s tributed in a pattern of some kind , F i g ure 24 , which 
could have been a grain boundary network . Howe v e r , 1n s ome 
portions of the ingot the sulfides appeared to be r a ndomly 
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distri b uted while 1 n other portions the pattern ap peare d to 
be some wha t dendritic. Furthermore, in some p laces whe r e 
there was a network the sulfides were not alig ned i n a line 
of sing le inclusions as was usual for grain boundary s u l-
fid es ; the sulfides were some times ali g ned in a b and 
several inclusions wide. 
Heat No. 16 
The surface layer of the ingot wa s a p p roxima t ely 1 . 0 
mm thick. Relatively large, s pheroida l iron s u lfides were 
found in a random pattern . 
Below the sur face layer the sulfides were p r a c t ically 
all g rain boundary type, Fig ure 25 and 26. They were iron 
sulfide and we r e similar to those found in Heat No. 14. 
The film-like sulfides in this heat were somewhat thicker 
than those in Heat No. 14. 
The density of sulfides at the center of the 1 nv,o 
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C. DEFORMATION PROCESSES 
In ~ots . from severa l heats were worked down in t o b a r s . 
I this limited effort it was found, as expected , tha t o n l 
the heats to which manganese had been added could b e wo rk-
ed. Bars were produced from Heats No. 2, 3, 5 and 6. Inr,ots 
from Heats No. 4, 7 and 8 failed when hot working was 
attempted. 
The following comments on the e ffec t of workin~ and 
thermal treatments pertain to observatio n s made on Heat No . 
2 . Similar observations were made on He a t s No . 3, 5 and 6 . 
The ingots were worked into bars by first forg ing at 1200°C 
to approximately 1 . 25 inches diameter . The forged stock was 
the n r eheated to 1200°C and hot rolled to about 0.5 inches 
d i ameter. The scale was removed from the hot rolled b a r s 
and they were then swaged cold to the final 3/8 i nches 
diameter. 
The effects of heating and working on the sulfide 
inc usions can be seen by comparing the as-cas t i n c lu s i o n s 
shown in Figure 27 with those at v arious stages of r e duc -
tion in F i g ure 28 , 2.9 and 30. It can be seen that workinp 
elongat es the sulfid es and produces strin~ers such as ho s e 
that can b e found in wro ught commerc "al steels. Thi s h e a t 
cont ain ed v ery h "g h s ul fur, 0.38 percent, ad had n u e r o u s 
sulfide string ers in the bars. The stringe r s did not seem 












EIGURE 27. AS-CAST SULFIDE INCLUSIONS IN HEAT NO . 2 • 
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FIGURE 28. LONGITUDINAL SECTION IN FORGED BAR FRO HEAT 
NO. 2. 
UNETCHED, 50 X 










FIGURE 29. LONGITUDINAL SECTION IN BAR FROM HEAT NO. 2 
AFTER FORGING AND ROLLING. 
UNETCHED, 150 X 
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FIGURE 30 . LONGITUDINAL SECTION I 
HEAT 0. 2. 
UNETCHED, 








Numerous fine inc~usions were found after working 
s a rted, Fig ure 31 . These fine inclusions were no t presen~ 
in the ingot , Fig ure 2 , but were foun~ ~fter forgi ng . 
Exam" nat~on with p ol a ri zed light reve a led that some o f 
thes e fine inclusion s were silicates . In ordina ry ligh 
the fine inclusions appeared to be the same at t h e va r lous 
stages o f working. 
After p las tic d e format ion a t 1200°C, all the s ulfide 
a p peared to be man ganes e s u l fide. The iron sulfide and 
dup lex sulfides which were presen t i n t h e i ngo t could not 
be found i the forged bars. H we ver, for s ome unk nown 
r e ason the s ulfide inclus ions in the worked ma teri a l were 
not the same in the long itudina l a nd ransverse dire ctions . 
When t r ans verse sections were examined with polarized 
light using crossed nicols the sulfides we re black and 
s t ayed black durin g rotation. Howe ver, the sulfides n 
longitudinal sections beha v ed dif ferent ly . Some of the 
elong ated sulfide s appear ed to g ive the edg e effect in 
which the edg es became v e ry bright in certain pos i tions 
dur i ng rotation wi h cros s ed nico l s . Other elongated s ul-
fides ga v e a differen t opti ca l effect which i s somewhat 
difficult to describe . In these i ncl u s i o ns certain a re as 
o f the inc lus i o n appear ed to light up d u ring rot a · o n w h 
crossed nicols but the effe ct was very differe n t from tha t 
displayed by iron sulfide as shown in Fig ure s 3 and 22 . 
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The 1ron sulfide inclusions displayed a uniform b rightnes s . 
The sulfides in the longitudinal sections became bright 
only in spots and these s pots were not merely bright but 
were usually colored in various shades of red or brown. 
The reason for this difference in behavior in transverse 
and longitudinal directions was not known hat ·. tae inclusions 
did not appear to be iron sulfide. It was believed that 
all the iron sulfide orig inally present in the ingot had 
disappe ared from the worked material. Apparently manganese 
had displaced the iron in the s u lfide phase. 
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FIGURE 31. HEAT NO. 2 AFTER FORGING AT 1200°C SHOWING THE 
FINE INCLUSIONS. 
TO BE COMPARED WITH FIGURE 2. 
UNETCHED, 500 X 
PoC-KET" _ _, ...... _ 
FIGURE 32 . SAMPLE FROM HEAT NO. 2 ANNEALED AT l20 0°C FOR 
TWO HOURS. 
" POCKETS " SUCH AS THAT I N THE CENTRAL INCLUSION WERE 
COMMON I N THIS SAMPLE . 
UNETCHED, 10 00 X 
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D. ANNEALI NG AT HIGH TEMPERATURE 
Since t h e lron sulfide had disappeared fro m hot work-
ed s t eel i t was deci ded to heat samples and see if hermal 
treatment alone would transfo rm iron sulf i d e into man g ane se 
sulfide . 
Sample s of Heat No. 2 had been annealed at 850°C . 
The se samples were held at t emperatur e for 10 minutes and 
then furnace cooled. After th is treatment it was observed 
that the b ound ary between the iron s ulfide and manganese 
sulfide a reas of the duplex sulfides appeared o be mo r e 
distinc t. Th e amount of iron sulfide was found t o be 
essentially! the same aft~r this anneal ing as b efore . 
Samples were then heated to 1200°C for vari ous ti es . 
The times at temperature for the samples in this series 
we re 5, 10 , 20, 60 , 120 minutes . The 2 0 minute sample was 
furnace cooled while the others were ir cooled . The wh ole 
polished surface of each sample was examined careful ly for 
t h e presence of iron sulfide or duplex · nc l usions . 
Th~ . s ample held at 1200°C for 5 minutes contained some 
dup lex inclusions. Only two small iron s u lfid e inc l u sions 
were found in this sample. The 10 minut e sample had 
approximately the same number of duplex inclusions as the 
5 min ute sample but it contained no iron s ulf ide inclus · ons . 
No iron sulfide or duplex sulfide inclusions were found in 
the 20, 60 or 120 minute samples. 
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The a nnealing at 1200° C tende d to sphero"dize the 
g r ain bounda r y sul fide s . The irregular s h apes of the grain 
b o un dary sul fide s a s t h ey e xi ste d in the ingot we r e changed 
to a more spheroid al o r globular shape . Howe ve r, a f ter a 
long time a t temperature the s u l fid es we re found to contain 
cavities or pockets as shown in Fig ure 3 2 . 
All the duplex and iron sulfide incl usion s found · n 5 
and 10 minute samples were irreg u l ar i n shape . Only ~lobu-
lar sulfide i nclus ions (inc lus i o ns wi tho u t s h a r p corne r s or 
points) were found i n the sample s annealed f or 20 mi utes 
or more. Furthe rmore, a dispersion of fin e i nc lus i o n s 
simila r in appear ance to those f o und in the hot worked 
material and shown in Fig ure 31 was f o und in the samples 
a nnealed at 1200°C. 
The annealing at 1200°C aff ected the behav"or of the 
s ul f ides in polarized lig ht. The iron s u lfide i n clusion 
i n the ingot were a n i sotropic giving a bright-da rk change 
while the man ganese s ul f i d e remained dark in a l l positions . 
After annealing at 1200°C, the iron sulfide disappe a re d as 
mentioned above and some of the manganese sulfides s howed 
the colors found "n th longitudinal sect i ons of the worked 
samp le s . The number of mang anese s ul f ide inclus i ons s h owing 
the red or brown colors in polarized lig ht with cros sed 
nicol s increased with a nne aling time u p to 2 0 minu t es. 
There was n o f urthe r appar e n inc r ease i n t he 60 and 120 
minute samples . 
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A set of samp le s f rom Hea No . 7 was a n nealed a 
1200°C . The anneali n v, times were the same as t hos e used o r 
the He a t No. 2 sam l es: 5, 10, 20 , 60, 120 nute s . Con-
tra ry to wh a wa s expected, O S o f e sulfides we r ~A -
ganese s ulfide aft e r a nnealinf, . On y a few grain ound ~rv 
sulfides we re found tha t s h owe d a brigh -dark changP i 
polarized light with crossed nicol s . All such i nclu s ions 
had s harp corners ind icat in~ h a t they we r e l o ca ed a he 
junctions of g r ain bounda rie s . Globular s uJf . des were all 
manganese sul fides. 
There was some concern a bou the un expe c ed di sa DPa-
r ance of the iron su l f ide in the He a No. 7 s amp le s . Jo 
man g anese had been added t o thi s h e at and t he abov e s et o 
s amples was annealed to show that the iron sulf . de would 
not disappear · n the ab s e nce of man g anese . LVen ua1ly i 
was re a i zed hat Heat No . 7 was he hird h a me erl n 
c rucible No . 3 a n d the fi rst t wo heat s bot h had man gane se 
additions , see Table No . 1 . A certain a moun of s a g 
a lway s adh e red to the wall of t he c r ucible and thi s wa s 
suspected as a source of mangan ese since approxi a e 
half of the manganese was lost to the aE . 
As a check on t he a bov e theory tha t He a ' o . 7 h a d 
been contaminate d with mangane e by r e sidua l s la on h e 
s ides of the c rucible it wa s deci d ed to r un ano h e r s et 
of samples of Heat o . 14 . No man anese had been added 
Heat No. 14 and no mangane se had been added t o ei her of 
6 6 
the two heats melted before Heat No . 1 4 in the same cruci-
ble. 
The s a mples of Heat No. 14 were annealed a t 1200°C 
for 10, 20, 60 , 120 minutes. Al l t hese samples contained 
much iron sulfide. In addition to grain boundary iron s u l-
fides , there were also many globular and randomly distri-
buted iron sulfide inclusions in these sample s. Furthermore, 
the iron sulfide inclusions in the annealed Heat No. 1 4 
samples dis p layed a good bright -dark change with crossed 
nicols whereas the relatively few iron sulfide inclusions 
in the annealed Heat No. 7 samples g ave a very faint 
bright-dark change. 
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V DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 
Th e nature of sulfides in as-cast steel indicates 
t hat the so l ubility of manganese sulfi de in liquid steel 
is l ess t han that of iron sulfide . The p r esence of g lobular 
a nd randomly distr i buted sulfides in the h igher sulfur 
hea ts serves as the basis f or t his sta t ement . 
It seems reasona b le, as postulated by Sims and 
Lillie q vist (9 ) that the inclusions are all dissolv ed 1n the 
liquid steel at steel ma king temperatures . The inclusions 
come o u t of s o lution and form separate phases either d uri n g 
cooling to the soli d ification range or during the solidif i-
c a t i on p roces s . It is a l s o p ossible f o r some inclusions t o 
form after solidification b y precip i tation f r om solid meta l 
d u ring cool ing. 
If a s u lfide precipitates in the liquid steel during 
cooling to t h e solidification temperature, this type sulfide 
would be e x pected to be randomly distributed in the me t a l 
that s ubsequently solidifies . On the other hand, if t he 
sulfide is more soluble a n d remains dissolv ed in the liqu id 
steel until near the end of the solidification pro ce s s , i t 
would be distributed 1n a pattern. Thi s atte rn mi ght b e the 
g ra1n boundaries of the primary grains or it mig ht be an 
outline of the branche s of dendrites . Accordingly, it s eems 
reasonable to a ss ume that r a ndomly di s tributed s ulfides we r e 
less soluble in the liquid steel than inc lusions present in 
a grain boundary or dendritic pattern. 
6 
Randomly distributed s u fides were defini e 
identified only in the ingo s from h of high sulfur 
content, Heats No. 2, 3 and 6 . Thee heats contai ed 0.3 
percent sulfur or more. The other heats with 0 . 1 percent 
sulfur apparent ly did not c onta · n s u ffici en sulfur o 
become saturated above the solid . fication r ange . 
In Heats No. 2 and 3 iron sulfide was presen bu the 
randomly distr · buted sulfides were all manganese sulfide . 
In Heat No. 6 all the sulfides, including hose andomly 
distributed, were mang ane se sulfide. Presumably a lowe 
solubility of man ganese sulfide cau ses it to prec1p1 e 
during cooling prior to solidification . Iron sulfide did 
not precipitate in this temperature r n g e. 
The presence of much mangane se sulfide 1n oth the 
g rain boundaries and in dendrit~c patterns indica ed ha 
at least part of the manganese sulfide remained in solution 
until near t he end of s olidificat ion. 
It is interest ing to not e that the only di fe enc . 1 
Heats No. 5 and 6 was their sulfur contents . Hea o . 5 
contained 0 . 1 percent sulfur and c ont ined no random sul-
fides . Heat o . 6 contained 0.3 pe rcent sulfur a nd random 
sulfides as well as the sulfides in a dendritic pat ern. 
The 0.1 p ercent sulfur was not sufficient o ive radom 
sulfides . 
Grain boundary, iron sulfide, film-like inclusions 
r 
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were fou nd in Heat s No . 4, 7 , 1 0, 13, 14 and 16 . Heat No. 
1 0 is the only heat in this g roup wi h mang anese. None of 
the other h eat s to which manganese had been added contained 
fi l m-like i nclusions • It would appear that manganese tends 
to prevent the formation of film-like grain boundary 
sulfides. 
Heats No ~ 8 and 9 contained no manganese and had no 
film- like sulfide. These heats contained only 0.05 percent 
sulfur and this may be too low a s ulfur content to yield 
film-lik e sulfides. He at No. 12 al s o had no manganese or 
film-like sulfide. Heat No. 12 , contained only iron and 
sulfur. Since no deoxidizer or carbon had been a dded it s 
likely that this heat was hi gh 1n oxygen . Van Vlack (8) 
showed that oxygen increased the dihedra l angle of the 
sulfide phase and caused the sulfide to be glob ular. The 
sulfide inclusion in Heat No. 12 appeared to have separated 
i nto sulfide and oxide phases after their formation. 
Study of the sulfides in the worked steels and in the 
steels that had been annealed at high temperature indicated 
that iron sulfide was molten at the ele v ated temperature 
and that it was present in the austenit e g rain boundaries . 
Examination of the annealed Heat No. 7 samples in p arti cu-
lar indicated this. The manganese in the se samples was 
limited and only a few 1ron sulfide inclusions could be 
found after annealing. Most of these iron sulfide inclusions 
were triangular in shape and had sharp corners. None were 
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s h epoidal or g lobular . Their s hape ind i c a ted that they had 
' ' 
bee n l iguid a the annea lin g temperature and tha mo s had 
been locat ed a t th e june i on of a ustenite g rain boundaries. 
It mi g h a ls o be mentioned that he iron sulfide fil m-
like inclus ion s broke up very r ap idly a t he hot working 
:t-
and at the hi gher annealing tem~eratur~s : Th" may a lso 
i~dicate that ihe iron sulfide w~s molten. A so l id p has e 
fJ~ • . ' . .. • • 
m1 gh t not sphero1d1ze so · rap1dly. 
~ one unexpected phenomenon that wa s observed was t h e 
r_ 'formation of iron sulfide during solidifica ti on in mangan-
ese con t aining heats and the s ubseq~ent replacement of the 
iron 9 ulfide by manganese sulfide . Heat s No . 2, 3, 1 0 and 
! t. • . l : ~ ;, t . 
11 all contained 0.5 percent manganese or more. Iron sul-
• ~ .... :0. ') I :. 4 ~ f'" f I i O <,' 
fide formed in each of these heats durin g solidification. 
-. :: 
Heats No. 5 and 6 contained 1.0 percent manganese and 
also 1 .5 pe rcent coppei. It i~ belie~e d th t iron sul fide 
would have been formed during solidification of the se heats 
if the copper had not been present . Apparently copper can 
prevent iron sulfide from forming during solidif "cation 
when man ganese is p resent. However, copper did no combine 
preferent ially with the sulfur in the absence of man g anese 
qnd prevent formation of iron sulfide. Hea No . 4 con t a in ed 
1.5 percent copper but no mang anese. All the su fides i n 
Hea.~ No . 4 were iron sulfide. 
The re p lacement of iron sulfide by rna ganese sul fi de 
,in_ man~anese bearing steels could have been he r esult 
... ' ' ; 
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of the solution of the iron sulfide and subsequent reprecip-
itation of the sulfur as manganese sulfide. The frequent 
pockets or cavities in the sulfides in the annealed Heat No. 
2 samples may have been the result of solution of iron sul-
fide from duplex inclusions. The numerous fine inclusions 
found in the samples heated to high temperatures may have 
been the precipitated manganese sulfide. 
Study of sulfides in steel leaves little doubt that 
they are not pure and simple phases. The sulfides are quite 
variable and it may be assumed that the variation is due to 
different chemistry in different sulfides. 
The iron sulfides in the various heats varied consider-
ably. Their color was yellow in some heats and pink in 
others. Sometimes the iron sulfide was almost light gray. 
The iron sulfide is presumed to be anisotropic in all cases 
and to give the bright-dark change in polarized ligh t with 
crossed nicols. However, the degree of anisotropy as indi-
cated by the maximum brightness was variable. 
Manganese sulfide was also variable. Some color varia-
tion was observed. The behavior in polarized light also 
varied. The appearance of the red and brown colors in the 
worked and in the annealed samples indicated changes had 
occurred. In the worked steels the manganese sul fide did 
not behave the same in polarized light in the transverse 
and longitudinal directions. 
7 2 
V CONCLUSIONS 
Pure iro n s ulf" de or manganese s lfide p r obably do noT 
exis t in s ee l s . Each of these s l f" des apparently 
d "ssolve s ma ny e ements and their c haracterist "cs can 
change ~pprec " ab ly with changes · n ~ompositio~ . 
. . . 
Man g anese sulfide is Jes s solub e in li uid s t eel as 
re ported in the literature and tends t o form g lobular 
inclusions while ·ron sulfide t ends to f o rm fi lm-l ike 
inclusions in the graln boundaries of the aus t eni t e . 
Iron sulfide f o rms readily · n s ee durin~ solidi f " -
cation e ven wh e n man gane se is present. Howeve r, t h e iron 
sulf1 d~ ~i~solv~s on s~bsequent ~eating to high temper a -
tures and the sulfur reprecipitates a s man ganese sulfide 
if m~nganese is presen~. 
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